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'What is this STEM 
approach everyone is  
talking about and how 

can I integrate it to 
best maximise student 

engagement?'



“In our world today, 
what is  a student more 
likely going to need to 

be able to write: an 
essay or a blog post?”



“We rarely create 
something different 
until we experience 

something different.”

#InnovatorsMindset



Today 
IS

that day!



STEM vs STEAM



STEM
According to Ge, Ifenthaler, and Spector, (2016) STEM is defined as 
“academic and professional disciplines associated with science, 
technology, engineering and mathematics; typically conceived of 
separately, with sub-disciplines, although new pedagogical 
approaches encourage cross-disciplinary learning in areas” (p.5). 



STEM is an interdisciplinary 
approach to teaching

Interdisciplinary 
re la ting to more  than one  branch of knowledge .

Therefore , for STEM to be  truly e ffective  in the  class room you 
MUST integra te  two or more  a reas  in STEM into your lesson/unit 











“Any time teachers think differently about who 
they teach and how they teach, they can create 
better learning opportunities. Questioning what 

we do and why we do it is  essential for 
innovation.”



How an innovative mindset can transform your teaching

In this session Grant will discuss current research behind innovation in the classroom. He will discuss practical ideas 
on how you can transform your lessons into innovative and  creative ones that will engage your students using future 
focused learning principles using a  range of technologies. Grant will also look at how STEM/STEAM can be 
implemented authentically into the classroom. This session will be practical whereby delegates will work 
collaboratively together to take a basic lesson and innovate it to engage learners.



“Our role is to empower students to 
see themselves as innovators who 

take responsibility for their own 
learning and leading.”



Wonderings





“Change is  an 
opportunity to do 

something amazing”

#InnovatorsMindset







Picture Book STEM



Future 
Focused 
Learning

What you 
talking about?



What are the future focused learning 
principles?

Collaboration   

Critical Thinking

Communication

Creativity
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